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The five-year period (1991-95)
3 during 'Nhich the guidelines for the EuropeanCorrrrunity's cooperation with 
Latin America have been put into practice has coindded with radical change in the subcontinent and Europe. 
Courageous efforts have brought alrrost all Latin American countries back into the derrocratic fold.  New, 
more rigorous and sustained economc polides rrat1<ed by increasing liberalization and a desire for greater 
integration into international markets have led to a resurgence of growth for the entire subcontinen~ making 
it an "emerging" regional economy. 
Much has been done at the political, trade and cooperation levels to strengthen the Union's ties with Latin 
America. 
The San Jose dialogue launched with the Central American countries in 1984 was foiiOINed by the dialogue 
with the Rio Group formally instituted in 1990.  The rrost recent meetings, held in sao Paulo in April last year 
and Paris in March of this year,  have highlighted the new dimate of partnership now reigning in relations 
between the tm regions.  Another manifestation of this was the adoption by the Coundl on 31  October last 
year, under the influence of the German presidency, of the basic document on relations between the European 
Union and Latin Arrerica and the Caribbean, in 'Nhich the Union offered to work with these regions to build 
a new partnership. 
Successive European Coundls - Corfu and Essen last year and Cannes this year- have stressed the need 
for doser relations with Meroosur, Mexico and Chile.  These issues are nr:NI the focus of sustained attention 
from  the  Col11ll.lnity  institutiOns,  with  the Cormission sending  the Coundl  and  Par1iament a series of 
corrrrunications concerning Latin America.4 
It is against a backdrop of stronger partnership that cooperation between the Union and Latin America has 
been  diversified  and  refined  to  meet the new  needs of a highly  heterogenous subcontinent seeking  to 
consolidate the derrocratic process, the quest for international competitiveness and endenic poverty and 
social inequalities. 
Analysing relations between the two regions and taking stock of cooperation over the last five years, this 
corrrrunication outlines proposals aimed at deepening relations between the Union and Latin America in the 
run-up to 2000. 
3 
4 
COM(90) 176 final of 11  June 1990 entitled "Guidelines for cooperation with the developing CX>Untries of Latin 
America and Asia". 
COM(94)  428 final  of 19 October  1994 entitled 'The European  Union and  Meroosur:  an enhanced policy''; 
COM(95)  003 final  of 8 February 1995 entitled 'Tcmards doser relations  between the  European Union and 
Mexico"; COM(95) 232 final of 31  May 1995 on the strengthening of  relations between the European Union and 
Chile;  COM(95) 219 final  of 16 June 1995 on  support for regional  econonic integration arrong  developing 
CX>Untries. 
1b 
--------------------I.  STRATEGIC INTEREST OF SlRONGER TIES BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN UNION AND LATIN 
AMERICA
5 
Historical and cultural factors have c:orrt>ined with recent developrrents on the international scene,  rrutual 
interest and effective and geniune a international solidarity to provide a finn basis for a convergence that will 
enable the Union and latin America to strengthen their relations and take concerted action to deal with the 
international and regional challenges of the years ahead. 
"latin America" is a famliar but arrtliguous term: the peoples concerned, some 450 mllion at present, are not 
exclusively of Latin origin.  Depending on who is using it, the tenn can be given a broad or narrow gloss, 
encompassing language, history, geopolitics and civilisation or religion.  It also expresses a regional unity 
attributable to a shared development m:xlel.  Yet alongside this unity, so stoutly advocated by Bolivar in the 
last century, there exists the subcontinenfs remarkable heterogeneity. 
latin America is both ll1ifonn and diverse; it calls for the Union to vary ils approaches,  tailoring them to 
national and regional circumstances. 
1.  FACTORS MUTATING IN FAVOUR OF CLOSER TIES BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN UNION AND 
LATIN AMERICA 
1.1  Historical and cultural factors 
latin America's cultural identity is heavily imbued with the values that shaped Europe's character and history. 
Rve centuries of uninterrupted relations between the two regions have caused European ideals to penneate 
to the core of latin American s6cieties, which have in tum exercised an irresistible pull on the old continent 
Constitutions, legal principles and ideas of liberty and derrocracy found across Latin America are drawn from 
the body of philosophical and legal concepts that are Europe's heritage. 
As a melting pot for immgrants, latin America has forged a rich identity from the contributions of a number 
of countries and indigenous civilizations.  European,  and in particular Latin,  roots. have helped rmuld the  -
identities of these countries. 
This  century  has  seen  the  countries  of  latin America  move,  sometimes  painfully,  along  the  road  to 
representative dermcracy and economc liberalization.  They have been subjected to a variety of  influences: 
Spanish and Portuguese,  French,  Italian,  British and,  more recently,  North American. 
1.2  A more favourable political climate 
Political progress has been considerable: 
The rule of law and the consolidation of dermcratic institutions are enjoying increasing support from 
civil s6ciety, even if some aspects remain fragile. 
The  conflicts  that  long  ravaged  latin America  have  given  Wa.y  to  peace  processes  and  the 
resettlement of displaced persons,  returnees and demobilized soldiers. 
lvloves towards subregional integration have resumed forcefully and pragmatically. 
Latin America's return to democracy and stability is conducive to the forging of stronger links with Europe. 
1.3  Economic growth makes Latin America a dynamic new focus for trade and investment 
The radical economic changes under way in latin America are factors for convergence with Europe. Wlereas 
Latin America was at the forefront of wortd growth from the 1950s to the 1970s, the 1980s were a period of 
reCession  and  great economic instability.  V\tlth  its stabilization  and structural adjustment policies and  its 
This paper concerns relations between the Union and the countries of South and Central America, Mexico and 
Cuba  It does not concern the Caribbean ACP countries (including Guyana, Suriname and Belize). 
2 i111Jroving macroeconomic data,  the 1990s have created the conditions for development and growth.  The 
turnabout has been fostered by three key factors: the reduction in the external debt burden, the i1T4Jrovement 
of public finances and the return of foreign investors.  After several years of steady growth, Latin America's 
econonies are undoubtedly on their way out of the crisis, even if their fragile structures mean that there are 
still risks.  It is in Europe's interest to take part in this process of growth, to help the refonns take root and 
reduce the risks of instability engendered by strong social tensions. 
1.4  Rigorous macroecononic policies remain necessary 
This new spurt of growth has its dO'Nllside, not benefiting all countries or sectors of the econorl¥ and society 
equally.  (Recent difficulties in  some countries bear this out)  The prospects for the growth of the Latin 
American econonies and their full  integration into world trade will  remain  bright as long as the countries 
concerned carry out rigorous macroecononic policies and, to differing degrees,  pre~'Cm  with their structural 
refonns.  The role of the V\brtd Bank and the IMF in this will remain crucial.  It is ifll)Ortant that the European 
Union's actions should be compatible with, and reinforce, stabilization and structural reform programmes. Only 
on  these conditions,  which will  in  particular be  reflected  by  a rise  in the  level  of dorrestic savings  {the 
foundation on which any rise in the rate of investment is predicated),
6 will latin America be able to resume 
its rightful place on the international markets. 
1.5  The relaunch of Latin Arrerican integration is helping revitalize trade, imove  corrpetitiveness and 
develop new opportunities,  so enabling the countries of the region to play a greater role on  the 
international stage 
Integration  in  Latin  Arrerica is  racing  ahead  as a result of the  revival  or establishment of new regional 
groupings.  This is a symptom of the opening-up of these countries and their return to competitiveness in the 
• world econorT¥, hence the concept of "open regionalism'' developed by the Econonic Cornnission for Latin 
Arrerica (ECLA).  This process has spawned a significant increase in intraregional trade.  Moreover, demand 
generated by the development of new infrastructure is making the region increasingly attractive to investors, 
and in particular European investors.  Increasing integration (in the Rio Group, NAFTA Mercosur, the Andean 
Pact or the Central  Arrerican Common  Market) should enable the latin Arrerican countries to  be rrore 
consistent in their positions and to defend their comrron interests better in international forums (most are 
already  members of GA.lT and the new WfO).  Greater integration will  also help foster the institutional 
dialogue on political and trade issues with European Union partners. 
1.6  A new international context conducive to doser relations between the European Union and Latin 
America 
The international situation is currently shaped by two parallel and contradictory trends; one is the globalization 
of trade and the other a fragmentation attributable to a certain return to traditional values. 
Given that both Latin Arrerica and the Union are open to the globalization of trade,  both have an interest in 
strengthening relations and further refining the complementarity of their econonies.  Latin America is seeking 
to diversify its outlets and  sources of supply,  technologies and capital,  and  to  secure the cooperation of 
partners able to provide constructive assistance.  Europe, for its part,  is striving to consolidate and i111Jrove 
its trading and technological position in a region with strong growth potential. 
rne opportunity for forming a deep-rooted relationship and effective partnership should not, however, be seen 
solely iR terms of economc expediency.  It also depends on cultural and geopolitical factors that lead to a 
meeting of minds and highlight shared values. 
6  For the sake of COfl"llCJrison, the ratio of private investment to GDP in the period 1990-93 stood at 33 5o/;rn Asia 
and 20.5% in Latin Arrerica (Source:  IMF). 
3. Political dialogue, which has already been fonrally instituted with the Rio Group and Central Arrerica, is now 
being developed further to take aa::ount of Latin Arrerica's increased dout on the international stage. 
The condusion of the Uruguay Round and the strengthening of the rrultilateral trading system should have 
a beneficial effect on the developrrent of relations between the t'MJ regions, leading to an increase in trade 
and a dirrinution in certain difficulties encountered in the past This new dirrate will in particular increase the 
scope for econorric and industrial cooperation. 
Finally, the fight against international organized crirre, in particular drug trafficking and fraud at VtKX'Id-wide 
level, raise a corrm:m challenge and the necessity for enhanced cooperation. 
2.  THE EUROPEAN UNION NPJST FIND A CONPREHENSIVE SOUJnON TO THE CHAllENGES 
OF THE lV\IENTIETH CENT1JRY 
lfvtlile facing up to issues of econorric corrpetitiveness and global political stability, the European Union rrust 
go on "deepening" and ''widening".  , 
It bears special responsibility in the transition under way in Central and Eastern Europe.  Ukewise, Europe 
is neither willing nor able to achieve the goals it has set itself without an active policy towards the countries 
of the South, that is to say the IVIecliterranean,7 which is particularly ifll)Ortant both econorrically and because 
it is so dose, the countries of Asia8 and those of the ACP. 
The Union rrust also have a presence in the world's errerging regions, of which Latin Arrerica is one. 
3.  IN THE UGHT OF THE PROGRESS MADE AND THE CHAllENGES REMAINING, EUROPE'S 
PRESENCE IN LATIN ANERICA IS MORE NECESSARY THAN EVER 
Latin  Arrerica has rrade rerrarkable progress  in  many  areas,  but these efforts rrust be continued and 
consolidated. 
The sWeeping refonns remain to be completed.  The mxlemization of the production apparatus and the level 
of savings are still inadequate.  Econorric structures remain polarized: Latin Arllirica suffers crass Social 
inequalities and considerable areas of exdusion.9  During the years of crisis (the "lost decade"), inequalities 
were acce:1tuated, what VJelfare systems there \Nere deteriorated and extrerre poverty grew.  Despite the 
econorric recovery, unefl'l>loyrrent affects a large part of the population and the inforrral sector is growing 
steadily.  Given the enderric poverty and the marginalization of part of the population, rruch still needs to be 
done  to  ensure  a  better  distribution  of  the  incorre  from  growth  and  the  subcontinenfs  return  to 
corrpetitiveness in the VtKX'Id econorrtf.  In order to tackle these problems, Latin Arrerica rrust draw primarily 
on its own resources.  It rrust also secure the solidarity and cooperation of its international partners. 
As the century nears its end, Latin Arrerica rrust rise to three challenges: 
It rrust consolidate the rule of laiN by making the derrocratic process irreversible at institutional level. 
It rrust rrove quickly to narrow yawning social gaps ("the social deficif') by addressing the problem 
of poverty and inequality. 
It rrust COfl'l>lete its econorric reforms and boost its international corrpetitiveness. 
Building on its constructive role in the peace processes, regional integration and developrrent cooperation, 
the Union can and should restate its desire to be one d  Latin Armrica's 111ilin partners.  It has cooperation 
instrurents that can help resolve the problen& facing Latin America. 
7  COM(95) 72 final of 8 March 1995 on strengthening the Mediterranean policy of the European Union: proposals 
for  ii'Jl)l~.ii'IJ a Euro-Mediterranean partnership. 
CQM(Y5} 314 final of 27 July 1994 entitled "Towards a new Asia strategy". 
· -~- ~"Ecl.A  reckoned that 46% of Latin America's population, some 200 trillion people, were living belcm the poverty 
line in 1990. 
4 II.  THE STATE OF RELATIONS 8E111\/EEN THE EUROPEAN UNION AND LATIN AMERICA 
1.  SUBSTANTIAL PROGRESS IN THE POUTICAL DIALOGUE 
The steadily irrproving quality of political relations bef:v.leen the European Union and Latin America over recent 
years is borne out by the institution of a formal regional and subregional political dialogue. 
1.1  Institutionalized dialogue 
Institutionalized political dialogue has created stable machinery for consultations between the Union and Latin 
America. 
Thanks to the San Jose cialogue, the Union has since 1984 played a major part in the peace process and 
democratization in Central America.  This forum continues to offer the Union a valuable channel for its efforts 
to  foster  peace,  human  rights,  stronger  institutions,  rehabilitatio~ and  economc developrrent  in  these 
· countries. 
Launched in 1990, the dialogue with the Rio~  has gone from strength to strength.  The joint declaration 
adopted at the fourth  mnisterial  rreeting,  held in sao Paulo  in April  last year,  underlines the dimate of 
partnership that now characterizes relations between the tw:> regional groupings. 
1.2  lnterpar!jamentary Jreetings 
Since 197  4, biennial rreetings between the European Parliament and its Latin American counterpart Parlatino 
have also enabled the tw:> regions to develop a political dialogue on comron issues.  These conferences are 
particularly important as a way of bolstering the parliamentary dimension of Latin American integration and 
consolidating the rule of law in the countries concerned with the backing of MEPs. 
1.3  Cooperation agreerrents 
The numerous cooperation agreements signed with Latin Arrerican countries since 1990 have replaced the 
less ambitious agreements of the 1970s and 1980s.  Cuba is now the only Latin American country not covered 
by one of these "third generation" agreements, which mark a new stage in the Union's relations with Latin 
America.  The introduction of the "democratic principles" dause safeguards the fundamental principles derived 
from a heritage of comTOn values. Simlarly, the "Muredevelopments" dause enables the contracting parties 
to expand and step up their cooperation. 
2.  THE EUROPEAN COMIIIUNITY'S COOPERATION POUCY FROM 1990 TO 1995 AS REFlECTED 
IN THE SCALE OF ITS AID EFFORT 
The European Comrunity's aid to Latin America has been considerable in both quantitative and qualitative 
terms.  A great number of operations have been carried out to relieve the most pressing social problems, to 
safeguard the transition to democracy and institutional reorganization, and to fosterecononic cooperation with 
the subcontinent. 
Wlile further developing cooperation in traditional sectors, new spheres of activity and operating methods have 
laid the foundations for partnership between the Union and Latin America in the twenty-first century. 
5 2.1  The European Union is Latin Arrerica's largest source of offidal developrrent aid IODA) 
The Union's already substantial developrrent aid to Latin Arrerica has increased rapidly in the 1980s and 
1990s: the corrbination of contributions from the Merrber States and from the Comrunity budget make the 
Union the largest single source of ODA to Latin Arrerica.  In 1993 it accounted for 61.5% of all ODA to Latin 
Arrerica, exceeding by far the corrbined shares of Japan and the United States. 
10 
Since 1976, over ECU 3 billion in Community budget resources has been spent on ODA to Latin Arrerica. 
Last year corrrritrrents totalled ECU 464 nillion, an increase of 47.7% on the ECU 314 nillion comnitted in 
1991.  On top of this, the European lnvestrrent Bank (EIB) extended its sphere of operations in 1992 to 
encoflll3SS  the  Asian  and  Latin  Arrerican  countries:  in  1993  and  1994 the  Bank  made  loans totalling 
ECU 131  nillion to Latin Arrerica, a figure expected to rise to ECU 207 nillion this year. 
2.2  Content of Comrunity cooperation 
Even if financial and technical assistance continues to play a predoninant role under the general guidelines 
drawn up by the Comrunity institutions for the period 1991-95,
11  new areas of cooperation and il"lllfOVed 
methods have helped meet the needs of cooperation between the Comrunity and Latin Arrerica. 
2.2.1  Further developrrent of cooperation in traditional sectors 
The cooperation established in the nid-1970s has been further developed, espedally in the following sectors: 
10 
II 
12 
H1.111anitarian  aid Major operations have been conducted in the areas of food aid, emergency aid, 
aid to refugees and displaced persons in Central America and aid to NGOs. 
Rural developrent  prograrnres: Accounting for the lion's share of aid, these schemes remain crud a! 
in view of the  impact of farning  on  econonic and  soda!  development and  the needs of small 
farmers. 
Regional  integration: Support continues for the  Andean  Pact and the Central Arrerican integration 
process, while the signing of an interinstitutional cooperation agreement between the Comnission 
and Mercosur is making itself felt in matters of standards, customs and agriculture. 
Developrrent d  marine  ressources  sector:  bearing  in  nind  the  experience  acquired  in  the 
framework  of  the  agreerrent  relative  to  fishing  between EC/Argentina
12
, the  EC will  consider, 
in the long  run,  the  setting of an original  agreement network  qualified as "second generation 
agreerrenf', with other latin  arrerican  partners. in  agreerrent with  the  Convention  of SeaRights, 
the EC already  affirmed its will to participate actively in the setting up of regional  organisation in 
order to secure long lasting conservation of marine ressources in the South Atlantic ocean and,  if 
possible,  in the Pacific. 
This figure is based on IRElA data and includes the contributions of the Union's three ne-N Mel"liJer States. 
See Council Regulation (EEC) No 443192 on financial and technical assistance to,  and econorric cooperation 
with, the developing countries in Asia and Latin Ametica. 
This agreement includes, together with the access to ressources, a substantial cooperation dlapter, that covers 
various aspects linked to the field of marine fishing, particularly where marine ressources are concemed. 
6 2.2.2  New spheres of actiyitv 
Since the early 1990s nem spheres of  cooperation have been opened up, with a greater errphasis on long-
tenn and sustainable developrrent and the use of  instrurrents which prom:Xe economc rrodernization. These 
areas indude: 
Dem:x:tatization and turen  ngts: recent years have been rmrked by the derroaatic tsansition in 
Latin Arrerica.  The Union has been  particularly  active In ~ng  the rule of law and the 
participation of  civil society in the development of a culture of hurmn rights. 
Flllancial andteclri:al  assistance has  been heavily concentrated on l.lban  prqedsand  programnes 
(notably support for the infonret sector),  scherres to promote v.aren's f\n:larrental  rights and 
freedoms and their futl integration into the development process, and projects aimed at in-proving the 
living <Xlnditions of  incigenous peoples and respect for their cultural identity. Education and Ira  iring 
have also  been  a priority."  as  have  projects  and  prograrm-es  to protect  the  erMrom-ert 
(rranagerrent of troPcaJ  lore$tS,
14 urban pollution etc.)  in line with the lklion's cormitrrent to 
earrresl( at least 10% of aid to Latin Arrerica for environmental projects. 
In spite of  the linited resources available for economc cooperation, support for activities d.  !1Uual 
nerest has increased considerably in relative tenns, with a substantial increase in dermnd from 
Latin Arrerica. •• The san-e is true of  cooperation in the field of science and techndogy, v.flich has 
increased appreciably since 1980. 
2.2.3  New rrethods 
DM>rsification d. partners: Though govemment institutions re.min key parlners in the recipient 
countries, decentralized cooperation has led to a diversification of  partners via the establish/rent of 
netv.orl<s drawn from civil society. 
Ccuiry and sedoral slrategies:  These ate rr:m being syslermtically drawn up in order to tailor 
programres to the CCIITplex and specific circumstances of each country, region or sector. 
Horizcnal progamres: Entxacing all Latin Arrerican countries, they have been designed to raise 
the profile of Co<rrruMy operations and to in-prove their consistency. •• 
S)lstermtic evaluation of  Comrunity.financed operations is intended to irrprove the quality ol the 
assistance offered. 
3.  NEED FOR  TRADE AND ECONOMCAND TECHNOLOGICAL EXCHANGES m  BE DIVERSlAED 
Corrpared with other regions ol the  'M:l<ld.  Latin Arrerica faces  s!Juctural diffiruties in increasing and 
diversifying its exports in the medium-tenn These are primarily attributable to the irrpact  ofirrport substiMion 
policies, a failure to  diversify exports, a reduction in !ann products' share of  v.<:ll1d trade, the subcontioenrs 
still~inited savings  and  investment  ratio  and an  inadequately  skilled  'M:l<ldoroe.  All  this  rmkes the 
development of trade relations with &rope  ol vital irrportance. 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
In  p;wtie>Ja- the piCJ9iames Rio Force (regional  lrainng centres for admiristrators), /liFA (ponotion of 
uiversity exd:langes) ard  CEAR (trairing ame  for regional iriegalion). 
E.g. the 1991  pik:t project en  the c:onseMIIicn ci  lnlpical fO<osls la.nchod in Bcazil by the Comrissioo, the 
SraziliM ~. the V\b1d Ba1k ard the G7 <XJUltries. 
These include ECIP  and Al.-l""'l$1  v.ruch  have  been bringing  finns c:lc$)( together since 1988 and 1994 
respectively. 
See fliFA.  Al.~nvest and AI.URE. 
7 -------------------------------
3.1  A flourishing trading partnership 
Wth trade between them totalling about ECU 45 billion in 1993, the Union and latin Arrerica are rrajor trading 
partners.  The Union's exports to latin Arrerica have increased spectacularly, rising by 41% over the period 
1990-93, rrakingit the w:x1cr sfastest growing comnental rmrket for  Et.rOpean exports.  Yet trade between the 
two regions rerrains lopsided. 
3.2  Tracie irrtalances 
For  latin America  as  a whole  the  Union  is  the  second  biggest  trading  partner  and  for  eight  of  the 
subcontinenfs countries the largest.
17  In an average period, trade between them accounts for over 20% of 
latin Arrerica's irrports and exports.  In contrast,  Latin Arrerica occupies a relatively modest place in the 
Union's external trade (less than 5% of the total). 
The very structure of this trade sho\Ns the rrarked contrast between the two regions: 
Industrial goods account for almost 90% of the Union's exports to latin Arrerica 
Latin Arrerican exports to the Union are rrainly made up of comrodities, rem rratertals and fuel, with  . 
rranufactures at present accounting for only 23% of the total. 
For a long tima the Union had a rrajor structural trade deficit with latin Arrerica, but this becama a surplus 
in 1993. 
3.3  The European  Union bas done rruch to counter these  jrrbalances and prorrote latin Arrerican 
~ 
Under the  system d  genera'riZ.ed  preferences  (GSP),  latin Arrerica  has  been  granted  concessions on 
industria~ tropical and fann prockds.  Renewed in 1995, the GSP was accof1l)anied by special arrangemants 
designed to encourage the Andean and Central Arrerican countries and Venezuela m  their carrpaign against 
drugs.  Soma aspects of the new system could be of particular help to latin Arrerica,  among them the 
environmantal  clause encouraging  sustainable forest rranagemant,  which  could  irrprove sales of timber 
products.  Simlarly, the CAP exerrps certain crucial agriculb.RI products from customs <Uies.  The farm-
trade provisions of the GA.  TI  strengthen and arrplify the reform of the CAP, opening up new opportunities for 
latin Arrerican exports in rrany sectors.  lastly, the Multifibre Arrangemant will be phased out within ten 
years. 
Many trade prormtion schemes have been financed in the course of cooperation with a view to irrproving the 
quality of latin_American products or identifying pronising export markets. 
Since 1992 high-level meetings on trade have been arranged td coincide with the Rio Group's ninisterial 
meetings. 
3.4  The next ten years could see a sizeable increase in trade for both partners 
Efforts at multilateral and European level - coni:>ined with the increasing irrpact of latin Arrerican reforms 
aimad at modernizing the production apparatus-should irrprove international corrpetitiveness and bring about 
an increase in trade between latin Arrerica and the Union.  The substantial trade sections of the forthcomng 
agreemants with Mercosur, Mexico or Chile are bound to boost ~de  between the two continents. 
17  The Union is the main export market for Brazil, Chile, Panama and Peru and the main non-Latin American export 
market for Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay and Uruguay (Source: European Comrrlssion). 
8 3.5  Increased European investrrent in Latin Arrerica 
In the period 1980-89, Latin Arrerica received 45.5% of its direct foreign investment from Europe and 43.5% 
from the United States, with Japan a distant third.  There is a long history of European investment in Latin 
Arrerica.  It has tended to be concentrated in the secondary sector, though there has more recently been a 
,  surge in European investment in the tertiary sector.  Wlile many countries now offer favourable conditions, 
new investment has so far been concentrated mainly in Mexico, Brazil and Argentina, whose domestic markets 
offer great potential.  TV~.U  factors have been pivotal: the privatization process and debt-fur-eqlity (Jr09"arrrres, 
in which European direct foreign investments has played its part 
4.  RECENT DEVELOPNENTS: A REGIONAL. AND COUNlRY-BASED APPROACH TO RELATIONS 
BETWEEN THE TVIIO REGIONS 
Recent European Councils have expressed the need to strengthen relations with Mercosur by negotiating an 
'  ' 
interregional framework agreement and to work towards a fonral contractual relationship with Mexico and 
broader relations with Chile. The basic document on relations between the European Union and Latin Arrerica 
and the caribbean adopted by the Council on 31  October 1994 proposed a new partnership between the 
regions.  The aim was to pron;nte, in relations between the Union and Latin America, an approach that was 
either regional or specific depending on the circumstances.  The Union has declared its readiness to open 
negotiations· that night lead to more ambitious agreements reflecting the econorric potential of its partners 
and their progress towards integration. 
18  This is based on the Council  resolution of 1 June  1995, which 
conduded  that support for regional  cooperation  and  integration was a major component of the  Union's 
development policy and could contribute, as Artide 130u of the EC Treaty puts i~ to "the smooth and gradual 
integration of the developing countries into the v.OOd economf". 
18 
The Andean COll1tries 
The Union has a long-standing relationship with the Andean Pact  The Member States of the Union 
are the main source of investment in the region: the third generation agreement signed in 1992 with 
the European Comnmity heralds a new era of relations with the Andean countries.  The region 
enjoys special GSP treatment aimed at fostering its integration: cumulation of origin means that it can 
export its main products to the Union at zero duty, provided the countries concerned continue their 
efforts against drugs. 
eema1 Alrerica 
1994 marked the tenth anniversary of the highly successful San Jose Dialogue: through substantial 
humanitarian and development aid and the political dialogue, the Union has contributed to Peace and 
derrocratization in Central M-erica.  It is also backing the regional integration process and the area's 
reintegration into the v.OOd econoO¥.  The partnership between the tVIIO regions is based on the third-
generation cooperation agreement signed in 1993. Central M-erica receives more Community ODA 
per capita than the rest of Latin America and its fann products have benefited from special GSP 
treatment since  1992.  The  Union  is going  to  implement a new strategy taking  account of the 
challenges facing the region today. 
Mercosll" 
The Union has from the outset backed the efforts of the Mercosur countries (the organization was 
set up in 1991) to set up a new econonic grouping.  The need has become apparent for a more 
arrbitious relationship with this region- for a new framework of partnership which reflects the position 
the grouping has taken up on the v.OOd scene and in relations between the Union and Latin Arrerica. 
The Comnission has therefore been authorized to negotiate an interregional framework agreement 
Annex I lists the Comrunity agreenlents in force. 
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on trade and econorric cooperation with IV1ercosur as the first step towards political and econorric 
association between the two regions. 
Mexico 
The Union is Mexico's second largest export market.  Mexico, for its part, is Europe's largest Latin 
American export market.  Future relations between the Union and  Mexico will  be guided  by the 
solenn joint declaration of 2 May this year between the Council and the Co!rnlssion, on the one 
hand, and Mexico, on the other, in which the parties agree to condude a political, coi'Tlrel'dal and 
econorric agreement in order to develop their relations. 
Chile 
As part of its strategy of opening up to the outside wortd, Chile has made doser ties with the Union 
a priority.  The Union's encouraging response to these overtures is an acknowledgement of Chile's 
potential and the place it has carved out on the international scene, both politically and econorrically. 
Chile would like to strengthen its institutional links with the Union. 
Clbl 
CUba seems to be entering a period of change, which the Union is ready to back.  To that end, the 
Cormission has proposed the initiation of a dialogue aimed at exarrining the conditions for stronger 
relations with the country 
19 
• In spite of the vagaries of politics, the Union has been able to maintain 
continuous relations with CUba and its experience in supporting derrocracy in the region makes it 
a key partner for the country. 
CUba  is already receiving  humanitarian aid from the Union  and is benefiting from a nurrl:ler of 
projects targeted on civil society and econorric cooperation and designed to support1he econorric 
reforms under W<rf in the country. 
CQ'v1(95) 305 of 28 June 1995 on relations betv.oon the European Union and Cuba. 
10 Ill.  PATHS TO CLOSER PARTNERSHIP WITH LATIN AMERICA 
By virtue of its political and econorric liberalization, Latin America is on the way to radical change: it hopes 
to becorre one of those fol\:eS on the wortd stage with which the European Union has to seek closer political, 
trading and cooperation partnership. 
As the guidelines laid down for the period  1991-95 near expiry, it is worth considering the conlert d  the 
Union's flme relations \Wh Latin Arrerica in the light of the experience built up,  new opportunities and the 
challenges facing both sides in the fields of trade, investrrent and cooperation. 
1.  WHAT DOES LATIN AMERICA REPRESENT IN THE WORLD TODAY? 
1.1  Latin Alrerica is shaping up to be one of the world's errerging regions 
Recent years have shown the full extent of Latin Arnerican's  poten~al for expansion, even if that potential 
varies from one country to another and the frailties persist.  Analysts nevertheless agree that these frailties 
do not call into question the quasi-general recovery.  The major econonic and political upheavals experienced 
by the subcontinen~ and in particular the abandoning of its traditional protectionism ih favour of a resolute 
opening-up to the outside world, corrbine with Latin Arnerica's enormous domestic market and considerable 
potential for expansion to  make the region a strategic area for investrrent and the developrrent of trade 
relations.  Business has picked up since the early 1990s, with growth rates of 3.2% in the period 1991-93 and 
3. 7% last year (ECLA).  To be able to appreciate the achieverrents of the 1990s we have to cast our rrinds 
back to the difficult times experienced towards the end of the "lost decade".  The region's great potential 
should also be underlined, even if there are still obstades to be overcorre, in particular social inequalities and 
the developrrent gap between the different countries.  · 
1.2  A growing international presence 
Latin Arnerica is asserting itself in the international comrunity.  The subcontinent and its various corrponent 
parts are trying to reach a stance on current international issues and take advantage of the new opportunities 
opening up before them  The multidirrensional nature of this international presence shows that Latin Arrerica 
is a force to be reckoned with in both econorric and political tenns: 
Arrerica and the Caribbean: lntra-Arrerican relations have changed considerably, beconing rrore 
pragrratic and constructive.  This rapprocherrent is reflected in the signing of the North Arnerican 
Free Trade Agreerrent (NAFTA) by the United States, Canada and Mexico. 
Last Decerrber's Arnericas Sumnit heralded the introduction of a free-bade area enc::orrpassing the 
eoorety d the Arrericas by 2005. 
In the Caribbean, the Association d Caribbean States (ACS) set up last year brings together the 13 
Caricom countries, Cuba and the Group of Three (Mexico, Venezuela and Colombia). 
The growing and increasingly independent role of the Organization d Arrerican S1ates (OAS) should 
also be noted. 
The Pacific: Asia's econonic expansion is exercising a powerful attraction on the subcontinen~  which 
in  tum  represents  an  area of growing  interest for  the  Asian  countries.  Chile  and  Mexico  are 
rrerrbers of APEC (the Asia-Pacific Econonic Cooperation Forum), which is seeking to establish a 
free-trade area by 2020. 
Antarctica: Chile and Argentina have a direct interest in the Antarctic and lay daim to parts of it 
The SoUh AtlaOOc: Relations between Latin Arnerica and Africa are linited, rrostfy involving Brazil. 
The sweeping political transfonration under way in Southern Africa in recent years may lead to the 
developrrent of  South-South cooperation.  Europe, which has historical ties with both Latin America 
and Africa, could be a catalyst in this process. 
11 The Panarm Canal:  It is  in our interest to reinforce a Mure European presence on  this major 
international trade corridor linking the l'M:l oceans in the years to come. 
Other aspects of Latin Arrerica's increasing international. presence indude: 
its role in cisamarmrt arxt nuclear non-proliferation;20 
Mexico's accession to the OECDin 1994, which alters the traditional· relationship between North and 
South; 
its importance in the stability of the inlermtiooal financial system; 
the importance of ellVirorwteral issues; 
the importance of issues relating to the drugs trade. 
2.  A MULTIFACETED CONTINENT: TliE EUROPEAN UNION'S RESPONSE 
2.1.  Suggested strategy 
In spite of a certain cultural and historical unity and a  .shared development iroctel, the chief Characteristic of 
Latin America remains its heterogeneity, which is apparert in: 
the differing sizes of the countries; 
its ethnic and cultural diversity: with communities of European,  indigenous (400 ethnic groups), 
African, Asian and Middle Eastern origin, ethnic make-up varies considerably from one country to 
another, ranging from highly European Argentina through nixed-race Brazil to Penl or Guatemala, 
which have large indigenous popUlations; 
the linguistic diversity:  though  ll§e of European  languages of integration such as Spanish and 
Portuguese predoninates, indigenous and other languages are also used; 
religious diversiti, though Catholicism continues to predoninate, it has been losing ground; 
its very uneven population density; which does not always correspond with the size of the countries; 
the major disparities'in levels of econ6nic development- with great differences in per. capita GOP, 
ranging in 1994 from USD 502. dollars in Nicaragua to USD 4747 in Argentina (according to the lnter-
Arrerican Development Bank)  ~ and income distribution; 
major divergences betWeen human development indicators (UNDP). 
Ho.v can Europe step 14' its presence, given latin America's rrUtifarious o.mns arxf the pace d  recert 
changes there? 
Enhancing the dialogue between the Union and Latin Arrerica and the effectiveness of Cormllnity aid calls 
for an approach that is·not only tailored to the various regional institutions but Consolidates the overall dialogue 
(Rio Group) and facilitates the subcontinent's increasing integration.  Given Latin Arrerica's heterogeneity, 
relations  between it and the  Union will continue to be doninated by  an  approach that is either regional 
(Andean countries, Central America, IVIercosur) or country-based (IVIexioo,  Chile, Cuba). 
This tv.o-pronged approach is the Union's response to latin Amerlc:a's "open regionalism''.  This stra1egy 
shoUd greatly in'p"oYe the quarlty d  relations be~n  the tv.o,  allo\Mng  ~ater  aCCOllt to be taken d 
differing natiooal arxf regional cii'CllllStances. 
Such an approach also aliCMIS each grouping and/or country to develop its specific potential in its relationship 
with the Union because Corrmmity oooperation is geared to its partner's level of development  Thus, while 
some countries and/or regions will remain major recipients of development aid, other rrore developed and 
20  Treaty of 11ateloloo banning nuclear v.eapons in latin Arrerica (1967). 
12 dynarric countries will be valuable partners in activities of ll1Jtual interest.  This strategy should, within the 
lirrits of the budget available, rrake Corrm.mity cooperation rrore effective. 
2.2.  Rnancjal needs 
Wthin  the  lirrits of the budget available,  this  strategy  should  increase the effectiveness of Conm.mity 
cooperation. To this end, ~to  the aiYIIill budgetary procecbe, the taal estimated budget fa'  the period 
1995-1999, Is 1,343 m'llion ECU fa'  the hea~  87-301" cooperation Vtith the develoPrg ta.l1bies d Latin 
America" whiCh indudes financial, technical and econorric cooperation with these countries, corrpared with 
the 925 mllion ECU for the period 1990-1994. Furthenrore, latin America can benefit, as do other developing 
regions, from horizontal and/or sectorial' actions for whiCh finance )s allocated under title 87 of the Cormission 
budgef!
1 (as, for exa!Tple, food aid, hurranitailan aid, help for refugees, NGO actions, actions in support of 
dell"OO'acy and hurran rights, actions for prormtion of investments (EaP) etc. ... ) 
3.  STRATEGIES TO BE ENPLDYED 
3.1  Tighter political ties 
The new international role acquired by latin Arrerica in recent years calls for a stronger political dialogue with 
the region,  something that it is; rroreover,  actively seeking.  This dialogue will  have to be developed at 
subcontinental (Rio Group), regional {Meroosuf, Central America, Andean Pact), bilateral (under the country-
based approach) and interpar1iatnentar}t levels, in international forums, between the Union and latin American 
perrranent representatives, and at lbero-American level.  The main issues wm continue to be peace and 
regional stability, Comrunity support for the derrocratic process and the defence and prorrotion of hurran 
rights  .. Politi<;al dialogue could, however; oome to encorrpass wider issues,.such as the development of inter-
American relations (through NAFTA in particular, but also the continent's leading player, the United States, 
with whiCh the Union is developing a separate political dialogue), the accession of Chile and Mexico to APEC, 
and -in the case of  Mexico -membership of the OECD too,  ~;~nd, lastly, environmental  issues.  This description 
of latin Amelica's role in the V«ll1d gives some idea of  the •'TlJitiple opportunities for more productive political 
dialogue between the Union and latin  Arreri~  on issues of concern to the entire international conm.mity (or 
in certain cases latin America, the Union and the United States); none of this v.ooid be to the detriment of 
the institutionalized dialogues (San Jose, Rio Group) or dialogues with individual countries.  Europe could be 
a driving foroe for Latin Amelica's increasing involvement in the ruming of international affairs. 
3.2  Room for PfO!Jress on free trade and integration 
These are crucial  issues for the  Eu(Opean  Union's latin Amelican  partners.  The Union is  backing the 
reinforcement of the subcontinent's trading, econorric and technological capacities and providing institutional 
support for the region's integration process..  It possesses a rrajor corrparative advantage over the mr1d's 
other economc groupings in the shape of the rratehless experience offered  by  Europe's rrove towards 
integration.  There is strong derrand in Latin America to learn from this experience. 
The Union can also stress the fact that the capacity to confront torrorrow's Challenges depends on genuine 
integration whiCh, albeit based on free trade and the laws of the market, must be backed up by measures to 
guarantee social cohesion and sustainable development 
The agreements to be conduded with Latin Arrerica's various integration structures will be backed up by 
~ional liberalization measures, in whiCh the private sector will play a rrajor role. 
21  The total arrount allocated for the title of these other actions in latin American countries was 005 nillion ECU 
for the period 199()..1994 
13 3.3  Better-targeted. npre relevant. innovative and flexible rooperation 
Cooperation (and In partiWarthe quest for sustainable devek:lprmrt) rermins a comerstooe rXthe Union's 
strategy towaltls Latin America. 
Besides the buclgetaty constrainiS that will inevitably lirrit the SCOPe for increases in funding for cooperation 
with latin Arrerica, there are three COflllelling reasons for focusing new coopelation glidefines on a rurber 
rX strategic piorities.  These are:  the need to address latin Arrerica's problems, the need to pursue the 
objectives and COI"TlliY with the procedures laid down in the Union Treaty for cooperation with the developing 
rountries,22 and the need to make cooperation rrore effective and give it a higher profile. 
A new partnennp shWd  be established v.ih  the Slb:ormert  in order to convert aid recipients inaeasingly 
into active partners.  Given Latin Arrerica's problems and Europe's rreans, it is proposed that the Union's 
cooperation focus on ttvee specific piorities in conjunction with ttvee Issues of mrtual interest. 
3.3.1  Priorities 
These are a caaaaaa ca  aaalbaectto demx:racy, to social devek:lprmrtand to lnlemational ca1 ipetitiveness, 
which will be pursued by means of aid projects in the different countries. 
Institutional suPWJt and consolidation of the denpcratic Process 
The _aim is to make the demxratic process irreversible by: 
·  consolidating the I1E d  law  by increasing the efficiency and role of legislative, judicial, police and 
human rights institutions, and fostering good governance, including at local and municipal levels; 
refonTia1l  gcMHrl11ert and  backing decentralization via  tl:le  modernization of central  and  local 
government, tax reforms, the rationalization and efficiency of public services, the management of 
privatizect services and voCational training progranmes for the staff of state institutions; 
helping with the drafting of sec:tcral policieS {on education, health and rural developrrent for instance)  . 
through targeted projects aimed at making available the Union's experience in the matter, in the 
sphere of nnl  devek:lprmrt, account sho!Jid be  taken of the changing rracioeconorric situation and 
rrore attention given to institution building and Ollbilizing civil society and its knoiN-how. 
Qmtating poverty and social exdusjon 
Here the objective is to tackle the '\social cleficlf' and bring the people concerned into the market econcll"cy. 
Contlating  marginality,  social  elCdusion  and  extreme poverty  should  be the main  spending  priority for 
development aid in latin Arrerica.  Special aid progranmes will be particularly necessary in the areas of 
health, education and 11ousir1J  Usill ~ted  approaches conducive to sustainable devek:lprmrt, such 
activities rould, along with Europe's traditional aid projects,  be the object of corrplementary programmes 
involving suitable bodies recruited from civil society in Latin Arrerica and Europe.  Camu1ily cooperation 
wit thereby be lUting lno practice the action progranme adoped at the Copenhagen Social Sl.lm"it in 
l\llarch. 
Econonic developnert rrust also be harnessed to social p(9eSS, with v.OO<ers'  rights being guaranteed 
through the prorrotion of the relevant ILO conventions, and in particular those on the abolition of forced and 
child labour, on freedom of association, the right to organize, collective bargaining and non-discrirrination. 
Sypporting ero!lO!Iic retonns and jrrproving international <:x:lnWtitiveness 
Mastering macroeconorric variables remains an irrperative for Latin America, which is receiving help in this 
regard from the V\brld Bank and the IMF.  Conm.Jnity measures should help Latin American countries draw 
on the forrrer's experience in such areas as competition and standards: 
22  See Artides 13CAJ and 130x of Title XVII "Development cooperation". 
14 There will be support for the developmrt cl  the pivate seciDr and eoononic cooperation in areas 
cl nuual lnlerest,  and  for  the  promotion  of cooperation in the fields cl indusby,  science  and 
technology,
23  and the inlbrmltion societ¥.  The Union will foster the development of bade and 
inveslmert in both directions with a view to furthering the diversification and rrodemization of latin 
Arrerica's econonies and Europe's presence on the subcontinenfs emerging rrark:ets.  The Union 
will encourage these countries to take part in the developrrent of the infooration society with a view 
to strengthening technological and industrial ties between the regions and tapping the opportunities 
offered by new markets to their rrutual benefit 
A greater degree cl synergy v..ll  be scx..9t belv.een Industrial coopercdion and cooperation on 
science and technology.  latin America needs help to rationalize and coordinate universities' and 
J)Ublic institutions' research prograll'lreS, to link scientific research rrore dosely to private-sector 
technological  developmen~ and  to  train  those running  scientific and  technological  institutions. 
Cooperation in the field of science and technology can seNe these objectives. 
Industrial prormtion and inllestmertv.GI be stre~  ~than  creating new instruments, the 
aim here muld be to consolidate private-sector partnership progranmes such as EaP  or  Al..-lnves~ 
ensuring their continuity and iJ"'l)rrVing their performance.  Cooperation between univerSities v.uuld 
be rrore directly and actively coordinated with industrial cooperation by the establishment of doser 
contacts between those receiving bursaries and the private sector. 
EIB lending should be stepped ..., in response to latin America's massive infrastructure needs. An 
effort should be made to COfT"C)Iement the operations of such international organizations as the I  DB. 
In order to prorrrAe forei{J11rade,  ~Union  rrustfosterfreertrade in both directions and offer latin 
American products greater access to its market in ord.er to prorrote the srrooth integration of these 
countries into the wor1d econorTti, as the Treaty proposes.  There will be measures to promote trade 
and diversify exports and markets. 
3.3.2  Horizontal therms 
Wlen  pursuing  these  cooperation  priorities,  three  horizontal  therms should  tie  errphasized:  regional 
cooperation and integration, education and training and the management of the interdependence between 
North and South. 
'  Support for regional cooperation and integration 
As the vehide for the expansion of markets within the broader framev.ork of intemationalliberalization, this 
will have to be reinforced.  The results of operations in this sphere have been ove!Whelrringly positive.  It is 
in  the  Union's interest to ·  respond  favourably  to  growing demand  for  cooperation  in  this field  so  as  to 
strengthen and sustain the latin Arrerican countries' efforts in their intraregional relations. 
Education and training 
All rrust be guaranteed equitable access to education, which is both a key factor in sustainable econonic and 
social development and a cornerstone of any demxratic society.  Besides a nurmer of specific projects in 
the spheres of rural development and demxratization, in which education and training are vital CQillX)I'lents, 
the European Comrunity has been conducting AJ..FA,  a rrajor programre of support for national higher 
education systems.  other scherres will, haNever, be needed in the fields of basic education, literacy, adult 
education,  vocational  training  and  technical  education,  with  an  en-phasis  on  access  to  education  for 
disadvantaged social groups and teacher training.  In the area of science and technology, training through 
research is of paramount ii'Tl'Ortance. 
23  This cooperation generates rrutual benefits and should not just be liiTited to technology transfers. 
15 Management of Nortb=South interdependence 
Operations relating to. environmental, energy and drugs issues, which call for a long-term cormitmen~ are 
essential for sustainable econonic and social development 
The environnert  Environmental considerations ITl.ISt be taken into acx:ount in all cooperation policies in 
acx:ordance with Agenda 21  and a special effort made to conserve tropical forests, without neglecting the 
problems  of  industrial  and  urban  pollution  (transport,  water  stipply,  waste  disposal  etc.).  European 
technologies could help solve the problems posed by urban and industrial pollution.  In the 1991-95 guidelines, 
at least 10% of aid for the latin Alrerican countries was earmarked for the financing and l!11>1ementation of 
projects directly related to protecting the environment 
Energy:  latin Arrerica has huge energy potential and is up against considerable challenges in this field. 
Growth forecasts suggest that financing needs will be considerable.  Through technology transfers the Union 
can contribute to rrore rational energy use and assist the development of  renewable energy sources.  It can 
also help with the drafting of energy policies and the restructuring of the energy sector, in particular through 
the ALURE programre.  , 
Drugs:  The  granting  of trade  concessions  by  the Union  helps countries  concerned  by  the production, 
processing and trafficking of drugs to develop substitute crops.  Financing for special development projects 
in the field should be inaeased.The ninisterial dialogue continues between the Union and latin Arrerica on 
cooperation in the judicial field.  For that matter, the cooperation effecting the fight against drug trafficking 
should be reintorcEid. 
Other issues relating to the management of North-south interdependence, such as  pc:lpiJation, jU:iiC health 
or transport,  may  be explored.  In the case of transport,  tor  exaJ'l'l)le,  help could  be  provided \Wh  the 
restructuring and rrodemization of transport systems in Latin America and the rem:wal of aclninistrative, 
tedmical and other barriers tO the rrovement of passengers and goods and access to the transport ll'larl<et 
(notably maritime). Additionally, special attention could be given to satellite navigation. 
3.3.3  · Slitable mmagemert methods 
The European Union already possesses a wide range of options for handling the rlimifold needs generated 
by the sheer diversity oi latin Alrerica; these options should be focused on the key themes and priorities in· 
order to achieve an optimal corrbination of existing resources and instruments (policy nix) and to irrprove 
bilateral aid prograrmi11g, be it by counby or by region.  The strategic guidelines for each counby will be 
regularly updated and sectoral guidelines systematically drawn up, setting out the rrost appropriate· ways of 
dealing with the priorities and horizontal issues. 
Need for rmre effective Qmmmity operations 
Budgetary constraints demand that development programmes have a real irrpact.  Their sustainability ITl.lst 
beguaranteedbyactivelylnvdvingthereclpier&ateverystlgeanclseekirYJCXX11llerrBIDritiesoroofinancing 
not only with the  latin Arrerican countries and the Merrber States but with international donors,  and  in 
particular the I  DB.  The coordination efforts and dialogue established in certain ITl.lltilateral forums (OECD or 
UNCTAD) will be acx:orded all due interest 
Need for better coordination with the Merrber States 
In line with Artide 130u of the Treaty, joint efforts- in terms of coordination and the financing of activities with 
the Merrber States involving European operators and groupings -should significantly ifllliOVe the quality of 
programmes and enable the resources available to be used to greater and more visible effect  There should 
also be a greater effort to promote the Conm.tnity's achievements in the region and provide rrore information, 
especially at local level.  The fact that the combined contributions of the Mermer States and the Cormission 
make the Union the largest single donor to Latin Alrerica gives Europe a considerable edge in quantitative 
terms.  The first thing to do is to lderdify the priority fields for COOitination, which should be centred on the 
three main priorities and the three horizontal themes of COI'lll'l)n interest outlined above.  lllleasll'eS should 
16 be taken at aU levels to mlke operations c:ooduded in the cause d cooperation betv.een Latin Arrerica and 
the Urion rmre visible. 
There is increasing convergence between the IVerriJer States' cooperation and that of  the CorrmJnity: making 
the rrost of lirrited resources,  maintaining substantial traditional development aid to some countries and 
expanding econorric, scientific and technological cooperation with other, rrore advanced countries, attaching 
increasing  irrportanc:e  to derrocratization and  human  rights,  the environmen~ 'M:liTen in developrrent, 
indigenous rrinorities etc. 
[)eoentralized oooperation 
Civil society in the European Union and Latin America could oorre to play a rrore active role in the new 
partnership on offer.  Decentralized cooperation should therefore be encouraged and defined within action 
programres governed by dear operating guidelines (e.g. oofinancing).  Many different agencies (e.g. town 
councils, regional adrrinistrations, finns, trade associations, universities and NGOs) v.oold thereby be enabled 
to contribute actively to the process of development cooperation. 
Conoentratjon of cpratjons within horizontal rrultiannual prograrmes 
Though there will atways be  a  need forfree..standing projects and one-off operations, itv.oold seem advisable, 
once the priorities and horizontal themes have been identified and the focal areas for aid targeted, to plan 
rrultiannual horizontal prograrrmes· with a broad rrultiplier effect. along the lines of those that have been 
canied out in the sphere of econorric cooperation (ALFA, AL-Invest, ALURE), so giving the Union a higher 
profile without neglecting the South-South dimension. 
3.4  Need for greater faniliarity and Understanding 
Achieving greaterfarriliarity and understanding is another area of  COITillJI1 interest .There should ~backing 
for activities that raise the profile of one region in the other, thus enhancing rrutual understanding between 
the peoples of Europe and Latin America  It is to be regretted that many Latin Arrericans still have a biased 
vi61N of Europe, in INhich the notion of a protectionist oontinent prevail, just as ~  circles in Europe have 
an often inaccurate or stereotypical idea of the subcontinen~ shc:Miing little or no understanding of the rapid 
changes of recent years. 
The new partnen;hlp proposed in this paperdenands that the Emlpean Union and LatinArrerica get  to IenoN 
each olher betler in order to irp1:Ne their rruualllldersta~  dalogue and cooperation. 
Though Europe is known and reoognized as a partner in Latin Arrerica, notably through its Merrber States, 
rruch rerrains to be done to raise the profile of relations and, above all, cooperation between the regions. 
There should be an errphasis not only on increasing the flow of information, but above all on stepping up the 
involverrent of civil society in oooperation programres  ..  To do so, development agents should be made more 
aware of the need to step up oooperation between the Union and latin America and of the part they can play 
in order to breathe new life into the long-standing relationship between the t'Ml regions, making it an active 
and genuine partnership. 
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19 ANNEX 1.1: LATIN AMERICA- KEY DATA 
i POPULATION  GOP  AVERAGE ANNUAL  TOTAL EXTERNAL  RATE OF INFLATION 
lin millions  per  GROWTH RATE AS%  DE8T(compared to GOP)  (Annual Average) 
I  of inhabi~ants  capita  as% 
Service of Debt as a % 
in US$ 
of Exports 
I  (1993)  (1994)  1970 a  1980  1980 a  1993  (1990)  (1993)  (1980)  (1993)  (1970-1980)  (1980-1993)1  I 
:  __  (W.8.)  (108)  (W.8.)  - (W-!3.)_  - - - - - - -· (~8_.}  .  . (W.8.)  I 
-- ..0 
:-·  ~  ~~~  ...  ~,-~,~- ..  ~r::·  ;·;- .r.  ·i  -~~- ..  ,~~.;:J~~ :-- ~:--~j~~~~-h£._jL~--~.-~~[·~.L~i~-~L~~-~~----~·-'·---~:=~-~~=-7- -~Ld3zt~~ 
Sources : The  World Bank Atlas -94-
BID/Rapport Annuel 94 (pour indicateurs de 94) 
BID/Progreso Economico y social en AL - lnforme 94 (pour ind.  de 93) 
CEPAUBalance preliminar de Ia  economia deAL y el Caribe- 94-
World Development Report -95-ANNEX 1.2 
HEALTH IN LATIN AMERICA 
1970  1993  1970  1993  1993  1993 
530  - 52  24  27  72 
1970  - 153  73  114 
95 
77  I  36  44  I  70 
14  16 
2150  77  16  17 
Cuba  - - - - -
!'-)  Ecuador  2870  960  100  49  57  I  69 
()  1:1  ~  ..  lu,...tnr  4100  - 103  45 
3660  - 100  46 
2330  110 
1480  - 72  35  I  43  I  71 
2150  1490.  106  51 
1630  - 47  24  28  73 
2300  1260  57  37  46  70 
940  116  63  92  .66 
46  19  21  73 
Source : Rapport sur le developpement mondial -1995- Banque Mondiale ~  ..... 
ANNEX  1.3 
EDUCATION IN LATIN AMERICA 
Source  Rapport sur le developpement mondia/-1995- Banque Mondiale ~ 
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I ANNEX 111.1  : TRADE BETWEEN THE EU AND LATIN AMERICA 
DESTINATION OF LATIN AMERICAN EXPORTS 
Source : CONTRADE. 
SOURCE OF LATIN AMERICAN IMPORTS 
Source : COMTRADE. ANNEX 111.2 
TRADE: EU AND LATIN AMERICA (in billions of ECUs) 
29,9 
24,5 
~ 
lm 
@  Imports from Latin America 
0  Exports to Latin America 
7,57,8 
-- ,....----
1960  1965  1970  1975  1980  1985  1990  1991  1992  1993 
v}  )  '  \  ~  (2(_,,. 
'; 
Source: EUROSTAT ~ 
ANNEX 111.3 
DEVELOPMENT OF TRADE BY SECTOR BETWEEN THE EU AND THE PRINCIPAL REGIONAL LATIN AMERICAN GROUPINGS 
{in millions of ECU) 
- ~-~--~  ----- ------
REGIONS  SECTORS  EUROPEAN UNION (1) 
1985  1990  1993  1994 
Latin America  Food products,drink and tobacco  11.285  9.995  10.729 
Raw materials, fuel, oils, fats and waxes  14.746  8.405  6.751 
Industrial products  118.364  21.407  27.536 
Others  1.480  1.462  1.207 
Overall trade  45.875  41.270  46.223  56.352 
Mercosur  Food products, drink and tobacco  7.028  5.438  5.781 
Raw materials, fuels, oils, fats and waxes  4.573  3.902  3.230 
Industrial products  6.694  9.041  11.968 
Others  602  577  386 
Overall trade  18.897  18.959  21.365  27.692 
Andean Pact  Food products, drink and tobacco  1.999  1.557  2.032 
Raw materials, fuel, oils, fats and waxes  4.665  2.098  1.735 
I 
I 
Industrial products  4.319  3.687  4.472 
'-'\ 
Others  417  414  376 
Overall trade  11.400  7.756  8.614  10.011 
Central America  Food products, drink and tobacco  1.227  1.212  1.154 
Raw materials, fuel, oils, fats and waxes  274  180  177 
Industrial products  1.696  1.174  1.603 
Others  70  -41  36 
Overall trade  3.267  2.607  2.970  2.438 
Mexico  Food products, drink and tobacco  215  692  583 
Raw materials, fuels, oils, fats and waxes  4.635  1.632  1.018 
Industrial products  2.883  4.366  6.423 
Others 
I  208  136  188 
Overall trade  7.941  6.826  8.212  9.3851 
Chili  Food products, drink and tobacco  396  730  639  I 
Raw materials, fuel, oils, fats and waxes  380  476  528 
Industrial products  1.679  2.402  2.477 
Others  84  167  117 
Overall trade  2.540  3.776  J.761  4.319 
------
(1)  European Union of 12 
Sources: IRELA, COMEXT-DATABASE,Bruxelles-Luxembourg; IRELA ANNEX IV.1 
LATIN AMERICA'S SHARE IN INTERNATIONAL INVEST  MENTFLOWS 
' 
199  1  1992  1993 
Flow of FDI  184  ,5  173,5  173,4 
All developing countries  5,7  15,3  14,6  30  ,4  39,9  53,4 
Asia  2  3,8  5,9  14  19,8  28,5 
Latin America  3,5  4,5  5,2  10  '1  13,5  17 
Eastern Europe  0  0  0,2  2, 5  3,4  5 
Latin America's share in global direct foreign investment 
1976-80  1981·85  1986·90  199  1  1992  1993 
8,9  10,5  3,2  5, 5  7,8  9,8 
Latin America's share in net flow to all developing countries~ 
33  ,2  33,8  31,8 
Source : Bureau des Reg/ements lnternationaux. ANNEX IV.2 
l  DIRECT FOREIGN INVESTMENT FLOWS TO  LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN IN MILLIARDS OF US  $ 
E.U  USA  JAPAN  E.U  USA  JAPAN 
1980-82  1990-92 
GROWTH RATE 1%1 
1990-92/1980-82 
~--------.~----------------------------------------~---------------------------
Note: Includes FDI flows to offshore centres, which do not allow the true country of  origin and destination to be 
determined.  Therefore FDI data should be used with caution. 
Source:  IRE LA, OECD and EU  member states ANNEXE IV.3 
EU PARTICIPATION IN OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE RECEIVED BY LATIN AMERICA 
(based on bilateral ODA, net disbursements) 
OTHER 
COUNTRIES 
8% 
E.U ( 649.540 M. $ ) 
47% 
L-------------~(_TO_T_A_L_O_D_A_=_1~,3_8_2_M_il_li_on_s_U_S_$~)  ______________  ] 
OTHER 
COUNTRIES 
11% 
JAPAN 
20% 
. -------------------
Source : OCDE, Paris 
E.U( 2.020,"14 M. $) 
54% ANNEX IV.3{cont.) 
EU PARJICIPAT\ON IN OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE RECEIVED BY LATIN AMERICA 
{based on bilateral ODA, net disbursements) 
E.U 
OTHER 
COUNTRIES 
5% 
JAPAN 
19,5% 
(TOTAL ODA =  3,772 Millions US$) 
Source : Calculs a  partir des donnees de I'IRELA (sur base des donnees OCDEICAD) 
)I ANNEX V.1 
EC DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION IN LATIN AMERICA 
Distribution by sub-regions and periods (commitments in millions of ECU) 
1976-83  1984-89 
Central America  154,2  447,8 
Andean countries  113,1  361,9 
Mercosur  10,6  63,5 
Others  12,8  112,2 
LA region  24,1  37,4 
TOTAL LA  314,8  1022,8 
Average annual flow by sub-region and periods (in millions of ECU) 
1976-83  1984-89 
Central America  19,3  74,7 
Andean countries  14,1  60,3 
Mercosur  1,3  10,6 
Others  1,6  18,7 
LA region  3  6,2 
TOTAL LA  39,3  170,5 
Source: Commission europeenne, toutes formes d'aides avec les PVD d'Amerique latina et  · 
d'Asie. Annexa statistique du 17eme Rapport annual. Bruxelles, le 20 octobre 1994 
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ANNEXV.2 
FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS FOR ALL BUDGETARY LINES IN FAVOUR OF LATIN 
AMERICA l 1990 - 1994) 
1990  1991  1992  1993  1994 ANNEX V.3 
FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS FOR LATIN AMERICA (1990-1994): EVOLUTION OF 
THREE SPECIFIC BUDGET LINES 
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87-3010:  Financial and Technical Cooperation 
87-3011:  Economic Cooperation 
87-20:  Food Aid 
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1994 ANNEX VI 
COOPERATION BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND LATIN AMERICA 
FROM 1996 TO 2000. PRIORITY  AXIS AND THEMES PROPOSED: BUDGETARY 
LINES AVAILABLE. 
~ 
REGIONAL 
s  INTEGRATION 
INSTITUTIONAL  I 
I  87-5020  I 
SUPPORT 
COMBAT AGAINST 
I 
POVERTY AND 
SOCIAL EXCLUSION 
SUPPORT FOR 
ECONOMIC REFORMS 
AND  IMPROVEMENT OF  I 
INTERNATIONAL 
COMPETITIVENESS 
Technical and financial cooperation 
Economic Cooperation 
Support to Refugees 
Energy 
Cooperation Agreements 
Ecology in developing countries 
Tropical Forests 
Rehabilitation 
Fight against drugs 
EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING 
87-5230  J 
J  87-5076 
87-3010 
I  87-3020 
J 
I 
87-3011  I 
I  84-1041 
87-3010 
87-3011 
87-3020 
84-1041 
87-5020 
87-5040 
87-5041 
87-5076 
87-5080 
87-5230 
86-6224 
86-8200 
Democratization and human rights 
Science and Technology for development 
Scientific cooperation 
33 
MANAGEMENT OF 
NORTH/SOUTH 
1  87-5041  -
~u 87-5040 J 
I  87-5080 
I 
I 
86-8200  , e6-6224r 
-
J 